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With my painting I seek to incite agitation. I want us to be so disturbed, positively or negatively, that we 
develop the desire to change something—preferably immediately and repeatedly.
—Katharina Grosse

HONG KONG, March 8, 2023—Gagosian is pleased to announce Touching How and Why and Where, 
an exhibition of new studio paintings by Katharina Grosse, presented to coincide with Art Basel Hong 
Kong. It follows Katharina Grosse Studio Paintings, 1988–2022: Returns, Revisions, Inventions, which 
began its tour at the Mildred Lane Kemper Art Museum in St. Louis in September 2022, and is now 
on view at the Kunstmuseum Bern until June 25, 2023—the artist’s first major survey in Switzerland.

Grosse is known for her use of a compressor-driven spraying technique to blast vividly colored 
paint across panels, objects, architectural interiors and exteriors, and even entire landscapes. In 
these spectacular yet nuanced explorations of physical gesture and sensory effect, she expands the 
scope and potential of painting beyond its conventional territories. Conducting a kind of controlled 
improvisation, she sparks new interactions between hand, eye, material, and site.

Gagosian to Exhibit New Paintings on Canvas by Katharina Grosse in Her Hong Kong Debut

Touching How and Why and Where Opens March 21, Coinciding with Art Basel Hong Kong

Katharina Grosse, Untitled, 2022, acrylic on canvas, 79 1/8 × 61 inches (201 × 155 cm) © Katharina Grosse and VG Bild-
Kunst, Bonn, Germany 2023. Photo: Jens Ziehe
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Grosse’s on-site projects are preceded by a body of studio painting, and she continues to pursue both 
practices in parallel. She has often used stencils and other objects to disrupt her canvases’ variegated 
chromatic fields, emphasizing the intersection of abstract visuality with natural and built environments. 
The compositions that were on view in Prototypes of Imagination, her 2018 exhibition at Gagosian, 
London, feature blocks of color that dissolve into one another, creating ghostly silhouettes interrupted 
by stenciled areas of negative space, while the panels in Repetitions without Origin, her 2021 exhibition 
at Gagosian, Beverly Hills, incorporate linear marks left by the interpolation of botanical fragments.

In making the works on view in Hong Kong, Grosse took an open-ended approach to process by 
eschewing the use of stencils and other items. “The stencils worked as obstacles to the image,” she 
explains. “I have shifted my interest toward the free flow of color and its ambiguity.” Each new 
canvas is marked by a cluster of sprayed lines of color that begins outside the canvas itself before 
moving, over a white ground, through the panel’s top left and beyond its bottom right. Some lines 
are well-defined, while others are much looser, applied with less pressure or from a greater distance 
to generate an ethereal effect. Appearing to overlap and interweave, these ribbons of bright orange, 
red, green, and blue are reminiscent of tangles of wire or wool.

Grosse has described the act of painting as a prototype of human activity, and these energized records 
of dynamic gesture function in precisely this way. Derived from sweeping motions of the artist’s 
body, they also allude to ideas around velocity and density—and to the possibilities of extending both 
pictorial space and movement beyond the matter-of-fact limits of the canvas, and imagination beyond 
preconceived concepts and fixed hierarchies. While she prepares for the on-site works by constructing 
models and collaborating with assistants over a strictly limited interval, Grosse produces the studio 
paintings with a direct technique, rarely making sketches or detailed plans, and often reworks them 
over time. In both cases, however, the results reveal the same attitude of curiosity and openness.

Katharina Grosse was born in 1961 in Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany, and lives and works in Berlin 
and New Zealand. Collections include the Milwaukee Art Museum; Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; 
Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo, NY; Museum of Modern Art, New York; High Museum of Art, 
Atlanta; Pérez Art Museum Miami; Kunsthaus Zürich; and Centre Pompidou, Paris. Exhibitions 
and on-site paintings include psychylustro, Mural Arts Philadelphia (2014); Untitled Trumpet, 56th 
Biennale di Venezia (2015); Rockaway!, MoMA PS1 at Fort Tilden, New York (2016); Asphalt Air and 
Hair, ARoS Triennial, Aarhus, Denmark (2017); The Horse Trotted Another Couple of Metres, Then It 
Stopped, Carriageworks, Sydney (2018); Wunderbild, National Gallery, Prague (2018–19); Mumbling 
Mud, chi K art museum, Shanghai, and chi K11 art space, Guangzhou, China (2018–19); Mural: 
Jackson Pollock/Katharina Grosse, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (2019–20); Is it You?, Baltimore 
Museum of Art (2020); It Wasn’t Us, Hamburger Bahnhof–Museum für Gegenwart, Berlin (2020–21); 
Chill Seeping from the Walls Gets between Us, Helsinki Art Museum (2021–22); Shutter Splinter, 
Helsinki Biennale (2021); Chill Seeping, SCAD Museum of Art, Savannah, Georgia (2022); Apollo, 
Apollo, Espace Louis Vuitton, Venice (2022); Splinter, Fondation Louis Vuitton, Paris (2022); and 
Studio Paintings, 1988–2022: Returns, Revisions, Inventions, Mildred Lane Kemper Art Museum, St. 
Louis (2022, traveled to Kunstmuseum Bern, 2023). Grosse’s permanent installation Canyon was 
unveiled at Fondation Louis Vuitton, Paris, in 2022.

#KatharinaGrosse
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Touching How and Why and Where
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